For long time, Evolution was considered as a subject of basic science. However, in the light of expansion of genomics and proteomics data, it
is now increasingly evident that understanding of Evolution is immensely insightful in the process of Drug Discovery and Designing
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Characteristics of molecular evolution of target genes and/or proteins could have
noticeable impact for their suitability as drug target. Lets Explore Why?
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evolution of quasi
species of HIV that are
resistant to drugs.
Therefore, ideally, HIV
reverse transcriptase
could be targeted to
minimize the chances of
developing drug resistant
species of HIV .

Final Drug

Selection and Drug
Designing

Evolution produces
strategies for the
survival of not only a
single cell/member of
species but also
favour social
networking and
altruism also referred
to as group selection
Cancerous cells and many bacterial pathogens use the same
strategy of group selection to ensure their survival by producing
factors that develop blood vessels and biofilms respectively
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HIV reverse transcriptase
has high error rate without
proof reading ability
resulting in the rapid

Rozera et al., 2009. Retrovirology. 6:15

Gene Families Evolution
and Drug Designing
Testing drugs in animal models is vital to their development. Since
Genes undergo Expansion and Contractions during the course of
Evolution it is important to consider it before selecting animal models.
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In case of neofunctionalization
of the daughter gene,
drug may adversely
effect the other non
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Target gene may have
expanded in humans
while retaining same
functions but
increasing the
expression.
This may require in the
re-evaluation of
effective dose of drug
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Individual cancer
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VEGF
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the
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of VEGF

Qu et al., 2012. Nature Communication. 4:2071
Expansion of gene families since the emergence of reptiles
Vascularization of
cancerous cells leads to
further cellular proliferation

Factors responsible for group selection
could be good drug targets

For drugs targeting human bio-molecules,
such animal should be chosen where the
respective gene expansion is comparable
to humans
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In case of
pseudogenization of
target gene in the
animal model, the
testing of the drug
seems illogical and
may give
misleading results
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Evolutionary relationship and topology of
the phylogenetic tree of target genes and
their homologues assist the selection of
drug targets and animal models
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In case of subfunctionalization
of the daughter gene,
in modelled organism,
drug may adversely
effect the other non
targeted and newly
gained functions in
the modelled animal
and results may be
misleading
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